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BURLINGTON DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD 

Tuesday April 16th, 2019, 5:00 PM 
Contois Auditorium, City Hall, 149 Church St, Burlington, VT 

Draft Minutes 
 
Board Members Present: A. Hart, G. Hand, A. Zipparo, Z. Hightower, R. Venkataraman (Alt.), J. 
Drummond (Alt.) 
Board Members Absent: B. Rabinowitz, A. LaRosa 
Staff Present: Ryan Morrison, Layne Darfler 
 
I. Agenda 

 
II. Communications  

 
A. Hart: Letter regarding Bove redevelopment received and accepted into record 
 

III. Minutes  
 

A. Hart: Minutes from the April 2nd meeting will be discussed at deliberation 
 
IV. Public Hearing 

 
1. 19-0618CU; 1403 North Ave (RL, Ward 4N) Hanson and Lily Nguyen 

Change of use from a single family residence to a duplex (Project Manager: Ryan 
Morrison) 
 
A. Hart: Staff comments were affirmative except for parking plan and waiver 
L. Nguyen: has seen staff comments 
A. Hart: request for 1 space parking waiver but information provided in request was 
sparse, we would like more information regarding that parking waiver.  
T. Bechard: Owner is moving family from Vietnam; family does not need the extra 
parking space. 
A. Hart: logistically where or how does the third parking space work to avoid parking 
on the street 
T. Bechard: family works in salon together so they will jockey cars in and out of spaces.  
A. Hart: there were 2 cars on left side and in a way that won’t block the garage parking. 
Did staff have other questions for this requirement? 
R. Morrison: no I just recognized that the requirements are not met which is why they 
submitted the waiver and I have asked for more information.  
A. Hart: what is included in the checklist of requirements, can they meet that now? 
You have an application for a one space waiver but we have to be careful about 
granting those, the ordinance is pretty clear on the requirements to grant the waiver. 
Would ask you to follow up with staff tomorrow to come to a decision on this.  Other 
board members have questions about this? 
B. Swinton: Does not drive and takes SSTA bus, concerned about increased street 
parking and that it would make SSTA pickup difficult. 
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A. hart: share concern and ask for additional information. Close public hearing subject 
to deliberation regarding  how to handle the conditions 
 

2. 19-0533CA/MA; 13-15 George St (RL, Ward 3C) 13-15 George Street, LLC 
19-0532CA/CU; 19 George St (RL, Ward 3C) Stephen Moreau 
19-0534CA/MA; 68 Pearl St (FD5, Ward 3C) Richard Bove 
19-0535CA; 80-90 Pearl St (FD5, Ward 3C) Richard Bove 
19-0536CA; 70 Pearl St (FD5, Ward 3C) City of Burlington 
Continued review: Demolish buildings at 68 Pearl St, 19 George St and 13-15 George 
St.  Merge 19 and 13-15 George St; 68, 70, and 80 Pearl St. Construct underground 
parking garage, hotel, restaurant, and 20-unit senior housing building. (Project 
Managers: Scott Gustin/ Mary O’Neil) 
 

G. Hand recused 
A. Hart: picking up the conversation regarding parking and traffic. 
J. Alden: discussed alterations to original plans, proposing no need to move cars 
off site is so than rarely. Discussed stacked parking layout. Reaches capacity 
through the stacked spaces. Comfortable with data showing the average parking 
rate of .75 is further softened by a .6 factor.  
A. Hart: weary of stacking and valet parking but it is a hotel offering valet parking 
so less nervous.  
J. Alden: that’s covering a full hotel, so we don’t think we’ll be doing this very often, 
trying to stay as flexible as possible.  
A. Hart: board member questions regarding stacked parking? 
A. Zipparo: what is concern with valet parking? 
A. Hart: if it will actually get done, but it is a hotel so I’m not as worried 
A. Zipparo: you’re thinking more residential issues not downtown because we will 
see this more and more. 
J. Alden: we need to come to some final agreement as to where the cars will go if 
we need to send some offsite, mainly at night so we are potentially looking at public 
garages. Condition #5 language, specific AOT detail that was overkill so we would 
like to talk our way through that before it becomes official condition of approval. 
S. Molzon: Discussed work with applicants regarding parking analysis and 
management. Committed to valet all hotel related vehicles. Condition #5 addresses 
the curb cuts per driveway standards. This is a standard V-Trans condition its intent 
is to prevent development that creates too large of driveways that make pedestrian 
crossings difficult. They are proposing a shorter driveway, the V-Trans guidelines 
recommend 24 feet for commercial, the applicants are asking to use an 18 foot 
driveway so it is a nicer pedestrian cross. In speaking with applicants we can work 
with them as long as they can still accommodate turning vehicles and the turning 
radius. 
A. Hart: you prefer narrower rather than longer so this is ok with you 
S. Molzon: Yes. In addition, condition 5; continuation of sidewalks across drive, we 
can work with applicants. The intent is pedestrian facilities continue across the drive 
to give pedestrians the right of way and priority.  
A. Hart: as far as you’re concerned have the applicants met the other issues? 
S. Molzon: all DPW comments and concerns are conditioned here 
A. Zipparo: Cherry St parking garage and impact on that and any updates on how 
that may be affecting the parking in that area. 
S. Molzon: not able to answer that question 
A. Zipparo: if curb cuts are narrower and turning might be more challenging, 
wondering if they are asking 50% waiver for senior parking has there been any 
discussion with SSTA services. 
S. Molzon: We have encouraged the applicants to run turning radius tests to 
specifically say what types of vehicles can make the turn. 
A. Zipparo: also concern for emergency services 



S. Molzon: yes emergency vehicles and service vehicles are put into consideration 
A. Hart: do the applicants want to come back and respond. 
No 
A. Hart: Board questions outside of parking 
None 
A. Hart: Public letter submitted in support of the project. 
S. Bushor: issue was predominantly parking. Wasn’t able to ascertain if any spaces 
would be lost on George St and Pearl St that are currently public spaces. Couldn’t 
figure that out. The City’s fault that we don’t have current assessment of what public 
parking demand is with the loss of Cherry St garage.  If less on street parking than 
that will add pressure for parking in the City. Supports valet parking. Concern about 
discussion about an average day and yet this has been slated to be one of the more 
affordable hotels in Burlington and could be full more than expected. Finding 
satellite parking could be more common. Because of the public parking space being 
only available from 8-5, what happens if a car is still occupying that space off hours, 
who polices that?  
J. Alden: there will be no street spaces lost on pearl or George. The parking analysis 
goes through capacity scenarios. Discussion of scenarios and parking analysis 
ratios. Discussed similar hotel ratios that have valet parking. Public spaces will be 
policed and issued tickets if cars stay past hours, if valet car then it will be moved.  
A. Hart: City has enforcement rights on those spaces as well 
J. Alden: yes.  
R. Venkataraman: Lower level parking discussion, any mechanism to limit access 
into the lower level parking spaces. 
J. Alden: gate and or keycard 
A. Hart: historic preservation questions, the Boves sign and the black marble in 
front. 
R. Bove: sign is at factory 
J. Alden: estimated that 40% of tile are not original but mimic it. If we can remove 
them without breaking them we will try to re-use them we will.  
Close public hearing 
 

V. Other Business 
 
1. 18-0713CA; 29 Allen St (RM, Ward 3C) Saint Joseph’s Charitable Trust. 

As required by Conditions of Approval, reporting on establishing warming shelter 
(emergency shelter) for 10 individuals; Seasonal from November to March. Specifically 
reporting on activities in the parking lot. (Project Manager: Scott Gustin) 

 
A. Hart: provided background of why the board asked the applicant to come back 
W. Towne: concern was the pre-existing activity that would have impacted the youth 
staying at the shelter. Had staff doing hourly rounds throughout the evening had no 
issues in parking lot. 
A, Hart: Any neighbor complaints 
W. Towne: None 
A. Zipparo: Did they reach out to any neighbors to ask? 
W. Towne: provided contact info to neighbors but didn’t specifically go out and ask them 
A. Hart: Did Planning and Zoning receive any comments? 
R. Morrison: no 
A. Hart: Thank you for returning to report on the matter 
 
 
 

VI. Adjournment 
 
 The meeting adjourned at 5:46pm 



 
_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Austin Hard, Acting Chair of Development Review Board      Date 
 

 
_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Layne Darfler, Planning Technician              Date 
 
 
Plans may be viewed in the Planning and Zoning Office, (City Hall, 149 Church Street, Burlington), between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Participation in the DRB proceeding is a prerequisite to the right to take any subsequent appeal.  Please note that 
ANYTHING submitted to the Planning and Zoning office is considered public and cannot be kept confidential. This may 
not be the final order in which items will be heard.  Please view final Agenda, at www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz/drb/agendas 
or the office notice board, one week before the hearing for the order in which items will be heard. 
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